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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, January 24, 1970

Seen&Heard Alonzo Williams To
Be Guest Speaker
Around
I Church of Christ
Murray
(A Bro. Alonzo Williams of Pa.
ducah will be the speaker at
both the, 10:40 a. m. and six
p. m. services Sunday at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
The guest minister began
preaching at Christian Chapel,
Tenn, in 1915. He has attended David Lipscomb College, Abilene Christian College, George
Thera a lot of kilowatts.
Peabody College, Vanderbilt
University, and the Cumberland
University Law SchooL
Bro. Williams has written the
hook, "Jesus And His-Priends
In Matthew, Luke, and John".
We hit like that fellow on TV
For several years he has preawho had the crackly throat,
ched over a Paducah radio stssnuffy nose, ate.
tiou and has been a history
teacher and debate coach at
Nothing to do while at home
so we watched the TV. We had Tilghman High SchooL
Jack Peebles will reed • eimi
our choice between several soap
script:tire from Psalms le et
operas and an old movie about
the morning service and ltd.
"Bomba, the Jungle Boy". We
Greenfield will read from Hevoted in favor of Bombe.
brews 2:9-18 at the evening service.
Watching the birds gather *The announcements will be
gonad the feeder yesterday and
by Gene Jones and the song
lone Robin came in sight.
service will b* directed by Jo- is the first one we have siah
Darnall.
Olen this winter.
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Blood River WMU To
Meet On Monday At
The Memorial Church

hew comas E. S. "Buddy" Ferguson, who tells us that the
electricity load in Murray jumped 23 per cote last year. In
other words folks in Murray
are using 23 per cent more
electricity this January than
they did last January.

Kirksey PTA To
Hear Mrs. Adams

10* Per Copy

The Woman's Missionary
Union of the Blood River Baptist
Association will hold its quarterly meeting at the Memorial Baptist Church, Murray, on Monday,
January 26, from ten a.m. to
two p.m.
Miss Martha Capps who attended Mission '70 at Atlanta Ga.,
during the Christmas holidays
will speak on the meting at the
morning session.
Also speaking during the morning program will be Miss Peggy
Powell concerning her experiences as a summer student missio- Miss Clara -Smiley of 408
North First Street died Friday
nary working in Ohio.
Murray-CalloMrs. Robert C. Miller, Sr., Of morning at the
Hospital.
Murray, director of the Associa. way County
The deceased is survived by
tion WILU, said that a mission
one sister, Mrs. Eliza Waters
held
in
be
will
activity clinic
of Paris, Tenn.; one brother,
the afternoon.
Amos Smiley of Cincinnati
Each person is asked to bring Ohio; one niece, Mrs. Clem
a sack lunch. The beverages and Coleman of Paris, Teen.; two
dessert will be furnished by the nephews, Leon Waters, Jr., of
host church.
Chicago, Iii., and Collin Waters
of Milwaukee,
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at two p. m. it the Mt.
Horeb Free Will Baptist Church
...JcabWiaL.of1iciat•
ing. Burial will be In the Murray
Cemetery with the arrangements
by the Rutledge Funeral Home
where the wake will be held
p.m.,
Soar
at
Each afternoon
(Saturday) from seven
tonight
Monday thiough Thursday, the
to nine p. m.
children's T. V. program "Sesame Street" will be-shown at the
Murray - Calloway County Library, This Ls an excellent television series presented for children ages four through seven.

Miss Clara Smiley
Succumbs Friday

HONORED AT MURRAY STATE. Floyd V. Burt, supervisor of music for the Paducah city
schools, left, is shown receiving a plaque from Richard W. Farrell, chairman of the Department of Music at Murray State University, In recognition of more than 40 years of outstanding service to the advancement of music in Kentucky. The plaque was presented Wednesday night, January 21, at the conclusion of the winter concert by the University's Symphonic Band, during which Burt appeared as guest conducts,.
Photo by Wesort Wootley

Eddyville Girl
To Twirl Here

"Sesame Street"
is itnitilowaTraffic Collision Is At Loci Library
Reported Here
Friday, 12th, Main

FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) Rep. Wilson W. Wyatt,. Jr.,
Louisville, introduced a House
Bill Friday which would set up
a nine-member legislative reapportionment commission to
study redistricting of the state's
legislative districts.
One bill also would recommend to the governor and the
Legislative Research Commission (LRC) that new district
lines be drawn every 8 years
after each federal census.
Under the bill's provisions,
the governor would appoint the
nine-member commission, o n e
from each of the Commonwealth's seven congresional districts and two from the state
at large. No more than five
members of the commission
oveutd bakont-the same political party:- A total of 17 new bills were
introduced at Friday's afternoon session, and the House
passed three bills and three
resolutions.
The House reconvenes at 3
p.m. (EST) Monday.
House Bill 28, permits rather
than excludes from the classified service of cities of the
fourth and fifth classes certain
offices. It includes chief of police, assistant chief of police,
chief of firemen and assistant
chief of firemen.
House resolutions dealing
with burley tobacco were approved, 87-0. The first, HCR30,
requested the congress to continue burley tobacco price supports and the second requested
the U.S. secretary of Agricaiture not to cut burley price
supports this year.
Rep. Bruce Blythe, RoLouisvile, announced preparation of
a resolution petitioning the legislature to refrain from taking
specific action exempting Kentucky from the 1986 Uniform
Time Act.
Also introduced Friday were
bills:
Permiting the Department of
Public Safety to issue occupational licenses to persons
whose operators licenses were
suspended if operating,a motor
vehicle is an estential part of
their livlihood.
Repealing the controversial
Sunday closing law and holding
a referendum On the issue In
the November, 1970, general
election.

The funeral for Charlie SteMrs. Ken Adams of the Mur
wart was held this morning at
my-Calloway County Library
Miss Mischelle Talley, dau- 10:30 at the chapel of the Max
will be the guest speaker at the ghter of Charles D. Tidley of H. Churchill Funeral Home with
The intepection of 12th and
meeting of the Kirkaey El* Eddyville, will open her twirl- Dr. H. C. Chiles and Rev. B. R Main Streets was the scene of
mentary School Parent-Teaches ing tour here Saturday night at Winchester officiating.
a collision Friday at 8:40 p. m.,
Association to be held Tuesday, the Murray vs. Louisiana baskScheduled for distribution thrBurial was in the Murray according to the report filed
January 27, at 1:30 p. m. at the etball game.
Cemetery. Active pallbearers by the investigating officers of oughout the country, these daily, Mrs. Mrs. biorelle Stubblewheel.
were Burman Parker, J. 0, the Murray Police Department hour-long color adventures in field Hafer, age 84, died yester"How Reading and Library ilischelle, along with thirty Parker, Rudolph Thurman, Dan No injuries were reported.
icor yahoo*.
learning and fun will enhance day in a collision:
evoral stubby Starlings moved Services Change Your Student" other contestants from the state Shipley, Buel Stalls, and Wil- Cars involved were a 1968 and enlighten the television diet th Kerourky. Rep -its are that
In together, then just as abrupt- will be the theme of the pro- of Kentucky, competed for the son Garrison. Members of the Ford Mustang owned by San- of this age child, a spokesman Mrs. Hafer was involved in a
gram, according to Mrs. Luble title of "Miss Majorette Doll of H. M. Perry Sunday School dra Bynum and driven by James said.
ly, all left at the same time.
collision with a milk truck on
Parrish, program chairman.
Kentucky" last August with Class of the First Baptist Chur- Half )rd Bynum of Almo Route
the Lightfoot Ford Road near
given
devotion
will
be
The
Woe-belle winning to. title. Coo. olooseved am honorary pall
• tow voiesw
TIM programs are sponsored,
ond oldest got up ail the
'at—.
,
—,. •
hoe.
ane
the
Ottland
Dale
by
Enight
on
beauty,
owned
by
It.
'E.
Corporation,
testants were judged
by the Carnegie
y Barks we had in the earhour
will
social
teases
for
the
rt and put them out by our
poise, and talent.
The deceased, age 92, of 310 and driven by Steve Wayne Ford Foundation and U. S. Office She was• teacher in the elefavorite stump. The Squirrels be the third grade mothers,
North 6th Street, passed away Knight of Hickory Route One. of Education. They are produced mentary school system of PenMrs. Dean Humphreys, teacher.
Police said Bynum, going by the Children's Television Wo- dleton County, Kentucky.
Wednesday at his home. He is
Mrs. Harold Pones, president,
(Continued on Back Page)
survived by his wife, Mrs. Dela west on Main, made a left tarn rkshop of National Education Teurges all members and interestGeurin Stewart; two daughters, under the green light onto levision. Most of the children's Survivors include her husad persons to attend.
Mrs. Harry Moore and Miss South 12th Street. Knight, go- books used in conjunction with band Fred of De Mossville, KenInez Stewart; son, Col. R. C. ing south on 12th, said the light this program are available at the tucky; her mother Mrs. Norma
Stewart; brother, Stokley Ste- changed, he saw the Bynum library. The Books Selection Co- Stubblefield of Murray; a dauOther twirlers performing wart; sister-in-law, Mrs. Bell car, but couldn't stop in time mmittee of the Children's Tele- ghter Jean Ann Haler of De
grandchildren, to avoid a collision, according vision Workshop has prepared Mossville; one sister Mrs. Milhere from the Debbrah Hooks Geurin; two
to the police report.
School of Twirling are the Scott and Danny Stewart.
a special list of these books dred Adams of Murray and one
UssiSod Proms intormatanwil
Damage to the Bynum car and it is aVailable to those who brother Otis Stubblefield of
"Devistating Dabs" consisting
was on the right side and to request it.
Hollywood, Florida.
of a group of six year olds who
NOW YOU KNOW
the Knight car on the left side
KENTUCKY: Decreasing clo- have won numerous awards for
She was a member of the
zi
yo local men were induct- udiness and cool today. Clear their twirling ability, Miss Les"Because many families can- Brandenburg Methodist Church
By
United
international
Press
in the United States Marine and cold tonight. Sunday in- lie and Crisp who is One . of
not get the Educational Televis- of Brandenburg, Kentucky. The
In the January draft call creasing cloudiness and warm- the southern states' top strut- The Pole of Cold in Antarctiion channel well enough for the funeral will be held at the PeoCalloway County, accord. er. Chance for some light,show- ters, and Charles Talley who ca, the world's coldest place,
children to enjoy this ,series, ples Funeral Home of Falmouth
is presently the Kentucky State has an annual mean temperato Mrs. Guasie Adams, ext.- ers east portion.
we are happy to make the pro- at 2:00 p. m. on Sunday. Rev
east
to
48
Highs today 38
Grand Champion one and two ture of minus 72 degrees Fahtive secretary of Looal Board
gram available to all who wish Tom Madden and Rev. David
o 10 of the Selective Service. west, lows tonight in the teens baton twirler.
to view it, Monday through Thin- Kennedy will officiate.
renheit.
and low 20s earn and in the
Fourteen persons were charg- day at 4:00," said Mrs. Margar- Burial will be in Gardherville,
„Richard S. Simmons, son of 20s elsewhere.
ed, entered pleas of guilty, and et.Trevathan. librarian.
Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie C. Simwere fined in the City, Court of
mons, Hughes Avenue, Murray,
City Judge Don Over bey during
and Curtis R. Yeary, ion of Mr.
the past week. Records show
and Mrs. L. L. Yearry of Murthe following occurred:
Murrill
Route
Three,
left
ray
William Allison Barlow, drivTnesday for Nashville, Tenn.,
ing while intoxicated, amended
*here they were sworn into the
to reckless driving,fined $10(1.00
grarine Corps.
The Creative Arts Department
costs $5.00,
of the Murray Woman's Club
Jerry Lynn Kalberer, public
k The two Calloway county men
meet Monday, January 26 at 930
drunkenness, ftned- $15.00 costs
*Jive been sent to San Diego,
at the clubhouse.
$5.00.
tirlifornia, for their basic train- a.m.
The program will be on "MobRay Dan Meador, driving while
University art
intoxicated, amended to reckless
Nicholas John Krafchik of ils" with Murray
driving, fined $150.00 costs
port, Conn., was a trans- major Jeanette Cathey as in$5.00.
' from another board and was structor. This is the lesson that
By DOUG ANDERSON
of policy that might ensure No one was killed or injured,
Robert W. Carrier, public dru- By United Press International world peace for the rest of this but the bridge was
ducted into the United States was canceled in November.
closed
bring
the
Members
should
costs
nkenness,
tined
$15.00
y in the C.alloway draft call.
century.
Indefinitely,
have
they
wonld
same
materials
$5.00.
has been sent to Fort CampLAGOS, Nigeria - Foreign
used there which included scissfor his basic training.
Georiellonald Hudson,driving Presid-etit Nixon set the tone The address was generally
while intoxicated, amended to of his administration this week well received in Congress, correspondents who reported Mrs. Adams said that fifteen ors white glue, wire cutters,
scenes of _rape and chaos in
kieal registrants and eighteen florist wire, and various colors
reckless driving, fined $100.00 with a State of the Union though Democrats complained
address- his ottst- calling for that Nixon, in a congressional conquerecrBtafra were stranded
costs $5.00,
transfers were also sent for and types of paper.
James Robert 'Jeffrey, speed- action to rescue TIAmerican election year, was trying to overnight in Port Harcourt,
re-induction rumination in
the call this week.
ing, fined $15.00 costs Ma°. environment and improve the steal issues which they had principar- town of Nigeria's
The February draft call from
regarded as their party's former- 'astern Region. The
Larry freeman Orr, driving quality of American life.
newsmen suspected the hailing
Cellowsy Ommty is for five for
property;
while intoxicated, amended to
was a deliberate effort
induction while twelve local
Nlion promised efforts to
reckless driving, fined.$100.00
discipline them or dein their
tegistrants and twenty transfers
secure world peace beginning
costs $5.00.
The
Democrats
were
reported
Will be sent for pre-induction
Lonnie Tucker, public drunk- with a just settlement in planning to stage a State of the stories, but the government
blamed it on a mistake in flight
exam Ination.
but his principal
enness, fined $15.00 costs $5-00- Vietnam
Union presentation of their
William B. Richardoon driv- emphasis was on domestic own, reaffirming their partyk schedules.
ing while intOxiCated,finede$200: rather than foreign problems.
claim to such issues as poverty
110 costs e5.00.
BEIRUT -At least 441 per
He proposed a $10-billion, and pollution.
William Dee Dodd, reckless
sons in Iraq were hangeo pr
five-year
program
to
clean
th
driving, Lined $15.00 cbsts $5.00.
shot following
By BERT W. OKULEY
nation's water sources coupled Around the }Vona:
a repor6d
Steve K. Allensworilo reckless
to overthrow
with research and regulation to CLEVELAND, Ohio -Three attempt
the
$10.00
costs
$5.00
tieing,
fined
men were arrested on charges government of President
(UP!)- North VietHasT Chief of Police James Brown SAIGON troops
Stephen P. Hall, speeding, ii check pollution of the enviroti- of murdering Joseph A. "Jock"
building
are
san
m ent.
al-Hakr. This
week's
presented a report to the City namese
el $15.00 costs $5.00,
Yablonskl, unsuccessful candi- executions increased to 95 the
camps in
-Council on Thursday night, list- battalion-sized base
Nixon
disregardDanny
E.
Workman,
also
called
for
contidate for president of the United number of Iraqis officially sloin
Valley
ing citations for the period Jan- South Vietnam's A Shau
oo, stop sign, fined $10.00 costs nued efforts to hold living wits Mine Workers, and his wife and
for "espionagev. or political
for an offensive expected this
uary 9 to January 2.1.
down.
s
5.00.
He
pledged
new
efforts
daughter. 'They were said to activities since al-Bakr came to
U.S. intelligence sources
year,
Zimmerman,
r
to win congressional approval have been traced through an
Karl Joseph
,o
Coiromunist
povier ili 1968;
His reports is as (Mows: DWI reported Friday.
kless driving, ftnea $15.00 cos of his welfare reform and tax- auto-license number that Yajungle
the
protecting
gunners
i
- . public- drunkenness 6, maharing
z
program's,
both
introblonski }lotted down because ht
ss driving 9, speeding 2, dis- alr shot down an American
duced last year.
considered the actions of the
WASHINGTON
13resident
garding stop sign 1, illegal helicopter.
--On foreign matters, the car's occupants suspicious.
The A Shau Valley 375 miles
Nixon nominated Florida Judge
*session of alcohol 1, disordFIVE CITED
Co Harrold Carswell to till the
President said the prospects for
erly conduct 1, putting, on a northeast of Saigon _is Hanoi's
NOR VOL K,
Supreme
le yellow line 1, no city main infiltration funnel into the
Tile Navy U.S.
Court seat
Five persons were cited by Peace in Vietnam are much
rattler ..3.
northern reaches of -.South
.
Murray Police Department better now than they were a eargo ship Yancey, torn lrom vacated by the resignation' of
Vietnam. It was the scene of
1 ,sterday and last night. They year ago. He cited U.S. its moorings by a sudden Abe Fortas. Civil - liberties
.
.
the Tit
in
actionmajor
•1
ore
three for possession of approaches to Russia and Red storm, knocked- a 150-foot hole groups opposed the appointthief Brown reported '21
two years ago when
Icohol. one for disorderly con China as examples of the sortn the Chesepeake Bay. Bridge. ment,
Le-reeks and 41 citations for im offensive
.
1(1 and one fa sIV;pliftini.
MKS MiSCHELLE TALLEY
iiniper parting.
(Continued on list* Pagel
lackoo:Oixos0000te:695O4SPOsteOw000so
Peorteen Doves whistled to the
ground from their perch in the
Pest Oak. The air was filled
With Tit Mice and Chickadees
Seating their way back and forth from the feeder to a favorite
Nub where they devoured the
lgooclie they picked up.

l
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WEATHER REPORT
Ire Inducted In
Me Marine Corps

t

Fourteen Persons
Fined In City Court

g

Creative Arts Group
Plans Monday Meet

The Week In Review

Nixon Sets Tone Of Administration
With State Of The Uniin'Message

ilief Brown Gives

Illiport
, For Period

•t"
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won the Calloway Canty Spell* Bea. Edwin Stalls, son
and Mrs. Monroe Stalls, was rualienp.
Fire completely destroyed the home and coateats of Rev.
by LEDGER • TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
International
D. Wilson on the Hurray-Benton Highway, about two miles By United Press
Lloyd
Inc.. Oceisolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calkiway Timm sad
The Times-Herald. October 30, 19211, and the West Kenlassidan. from Murray.
Today is Saturday Jan. 24.
January 1, 1942.
the 24th day of 1970 with 341 to
103 N. NA Street, Mweray, Kaatasky dill
follow.
JAMES C. WII.LIAMS, PUBLIMR3131
The moon Is full.
are
stars
morning
The
Editor,
the
to
Advertising.
Letters
We reserve the right to reject any
Mercury and Jupiter.
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion. MI Da for the blot
The evening stars are Mars,
tr_tereat of our readers.
Saturn and Venus.
I
beseech
you
therefore,
brethren,
by
the
mercies
of
God, th
NATIONAL REPEUDDINTATIVES: WALLACE WTIBIER CO., IMO
Oa this day in history:
bLedleon Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bids.. New York. N.Y., ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptabie unto
1848 gold was dLscoveret
God, which is your reasonable service.-Romans 12:1.
Stophesuicet Bldg.. Detroit, Mich.
IR the Sacramento River near
Reasonable
service
is
always
expensive.
RW.ered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for traimaisolon
• Celoma, Calif.
Second Clam Matter
- h 1908 the first Boy Scout
troop was organized in England
ERTBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 360. per
by Sir Robert Baden-Pow/1.
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining eious, per year. MAO;
In 1946 the United Nations
Zones 1 & 2. $13.00, Elsewhere $16.00. All service aibecriptiaas NM.
General Assembly voted to set
-The Outstaadb• Cask Mesa et a Gammehty is the
egi an atomic energy commislalegelky et Ms irsiteager
sion.
,
In 1966 President Lyndon B,
SATURDAY;-'.3ANUARY 24, 1970
Jaime submitted to Congress
a record $112 billion budget.
,
Also in 1966 117 persons died
,
I
••
a., 4•....•
when an Air India Jet crashed
/•
e
on Moat Blanc in France.
In 1968 the Defense DepartBy MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
President Nixon, delivering his State of the
mein =waxed the finding of
Union message to Congress Thursday, one year
pieces of a lost H-bomb at a
alternate freezing and thawing, bomber crash site in Greenand two days after taking office, layed out a wide
the Peet ""'" where other states are more
The
weather
of
has been the sort thht tries the I•stiurie during the „inter.
land.
We have
range of goals, including proposals to combat
--gardener's soul. We begin to
to learn, mostly through ex- A
pollution and crime; reported prospects for
wonder if roses have been
thought for the day: Adam
perience, as to what will grow
mulched nearly enough and since
Smith said, "The real price of
peace in Vietnam far better today than a year
this area. I think that is
everything
the snow covering has melted, best in
everything, what
ago; and said greater federal economies are
why each gardener would find it
whether the plants set out last fall
really costs the man who wants
ONCE OVER LIGHTty-Sen. J. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., looks a bit discomfited on the
most
helpful
to
keep
record
of
a
needed to fight inflation.
well enough protected. This
to acquire it, is the toil and
speaker's platform at Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh--he supported President
t amount of sleet has wreaked planting and the success, or lack trouble of acquiring it."
It was an impressive message and held more
Nixon's Vietnam policy and the students replied with a shower of marshmallows.
of it, in each season'.
damage on the shrub.,
hope for peace than any presidentialinessage to
I
have
tried
so
hard
to
have
a
y the evergreens, like
NEW COMET
certain few shrubs that appealed WARSMPS APPROACH
Congress has held in eight years. And that in
, Burfordi holly Ind
to me and after several
itself made it a fine message and one full of hope
WASHINGTON (U P 1)-- A
have given it up. I am sure that LONDON (UPI)- Three Sodiscovered comet is
recently
to a war-weary American public.
the pine trees. However, we part of my trouble has been a viet warships approached the wrapped in a huge cloud of
but
Thursday
the
complete
English
Channel
Lack
of
knowledge
of
are
For the first time in the nation's histosy, the
most
qf
these
discover that
hydrogen gas, the
glowing
remarkable in their ability to requirements of a plant, but I turned back, British defense
growing menace of pollution to the air we
reports.
agency
space
Soviet
The
.
pine trees loolrAd know also that our winters are officials said.
It said the observation was"
breathe and the i11ë we drink recelvial
like umbrellas turned upside hard on a sensitive shrub. There helicopter carries Moskva and
made by an orbiting space
priority in a presidential message to Congress.
ern in a wind after the heavy are quite a few that we could two other vessels were making
had its
the station which has
have
warm
in
if
we
did
not
voyage
grow
first
their
and
ice
of
last
week.
But
the
ow
President Nixon thus served notice that pollution
ultraviolet "eyes" trained on
spring,
so
Soviet
very
early
the
in
the
joining
days
since
Atlantic
sun
ouple of days of
comet Tago-Sato-Kosaka
the
is a major threat to the health and welfare of this
traightened them out and they warm that many of the shrubs fleet in 1968, British =vat
Jan. 14. The observat on
since
nation, and said he will propose a $10 billion
will sprout and then be at the sources said the Soviets mar
Land Just as tall as ever.
Is the first of its kind in regard
confuse
the
-next
wintry
of
trying
to
mercy
been
the
have
More
damage
will
be-done
crash program to clean up the streams and
are believed to
Now is a good nine ter"efiehlt British ships and planes watch- to comets which
ergreens if we try to shake the
clues to the formation of
waters of the nation, and do it now.
offer
that
we
shrub
of
any
qualitiei
and snow off the branches,
ing them.
the universe.
The President pledged heavy expenditures
then if we leave them alone. For plan to set out this spring. There
Although hydrogen is the
__when they are covered with ice are some of the semi-tropical
to fight crime, and even as he spoke armed
the
About 500,000 persons most abundant element in
branches are brittle and snap plants that will come up from the
the
robbers tool 128 thousand dollars from a
universe, it is visible mostly in
off if not treated very gently. This roots, if frozen down to the annually visit Explorers Hall in
ultraviolet wavelengths which
Washington bank just a block from the White
is just one of the troubles of ground. But we need for the most the National Geographic Society
unable to penetrate the
are
buildthg
in
headquarters
things
and
a
winter weather and one we can do part, to plant sturdy
House.
atmosphere.
earth's
little about, except hope it won't study of the catalogues and Washington, D.C.
In the lace of these proposals for heavy
Garden Magazines will give us
last long.
expenditures, the President held fast to his
We have any number of ex- the information we need.
Daphne Somerset is one lovely
cellent Garden Magazines giving
determination for a balanced budget, declaring
By Thurman Sensing
that I have planted three
shrub
the
for
different
sections
of
ideas
that "millions of Americans are forced to go into
country. They tell you what to years in succession. It has a
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
debt today because the federal government
plant in the North, the South, subtle, delightful odor, with
(usually meaning the deep *sheet,pink clusters.Oen virope.It
Atiiiiided to go into debt yesterday."
Industrial Council
Southern
,South), the West Coast and so on, lived through the winter and even
thing is for certain, the federal
but very few have suggestions for had one small bloom. But is just
government cannot expect private citizens to
our particular part of the not the sort of plant that does well
here. So I have learned not to let
balance family budgets without setting the
country.
my desires run away with my
one,
in
section
is
a
hard
Our
example with a balanced federal budget. If
_that our weather is so common sense. It pays in the long
headway is to be made in the fight against
changeable. We have days of run.
deavoring to transform the wastinflation, all budgets must be in balance.
POLLUTION AND PROTEST
es into useable by-products, Am-i
members of Congress to watch
President Nixon's first State of the Union
SALUTES BIRTHDAY
erican industry already has dethe performance,
political
Many
shrewd
observspeech was impressive and inspiring, and in it he
ers conclude that prevention of voted huge sums to this end.
WASHINGTON (UPI) -PresMost water pollution, of courserved notice that he intends to do something
air and water pollution will be
ident Nixon will Salute Washone of the big issues of the se, is of an organic character
about the problems that beset America. While
Searisagteamniates
ingtoa's birthday next month by
1970s. The way candidates for and isn't the result of Industrie/
not dealing directly with specifics in the message
bringing the Broadway musical
INDIANAPOLIS
(UPI)- office are climbing aboard the processes. But industry often
"1776" to the White House for a Minnesota
teamitiates
Mel anti-pollution bandwagon sugges- gets 100 per cent of the blame.
he indicated these would come in new messages
command performance.
Daniels and Don Freeman scored
to the Congress soon.
that these observers are right. More public information is needNixon said he has heard a lot 22 rind 20 points reirpectively to ts
There's political for both good ed on this point.
How Congress deals with these goals will
about the play, which spoofs lead the East to a 126-120
Beyond this, there Is a need
POLUJTION AIRING-Cleveland's public Isesibig On air polluand bad in the enthusiasm for enthe constitutional convention victory over the West in the
determine whether or not America launches
tion dre* these placard carriers outside and gas masked
protection. Certain- for understanding and perspecvironmental
called by the Second Continen- first American Basketball AssoBruce Cline inside, plus about 1.500 public hearers. The
what Nixon described as "A New Quest" to
water pollution is tive on the part of lawgivers
ly,
air
and
tal Congress in Philadelphia. ciation All-Star game,. Jan. 9, very important. The air we brea and the general public. Some dehearing had to be moved from City Council chambers to
improve the quality of lives of all Americans in
Nixon said he would invtte 1968.
the city's big Music Hall to accommodate the plaintiffs.
streams gree of pollution of our environthe
and
the
water
of
our
thp Is-eats
ment is inevitable as long as
are priceless national resources. The health ofour people human beings exist on this plandepends on success in dealing et. Every bit of heat generated,
with pollution. Progressive in- represents thermal pollution of
dustry is just as concerned as the atmosphere, but mankind
any other group with checking can't get along without heat sourLEDGER a TIMES FILE
talon - more so, in fact, ces. Aircraft pollute the skies
devoting large sums to prevent- with jet fumes, but modern man
ing air pollution and to cleaning wants considerably more rapid
Wayne Ezell, 93n of Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Ezell of Murray Route
up water used for industrial pur- means of transportation than sailing or paddling.
Six, freshman at Murray State College, has been named 1959
ses.
Kentucky champion Future Fanner. He will receive a $100.00
The need is for the federal
The danger is that the antisavings bond.
pollution drive will fall into irr- government and the states to
Miss Clara Eagle was guest speaker at the meeting of the Murray
esponsible hands and be guided develop environmental standards
Business and, Professional Women's Club held at the Woman's
by emotionalism rather than log- that ...rover the,requir ements of
Club House.
ic. The ultra-liberal Washington health and economic progress.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds defeated Louisiana Tech 54
Post, among other journals has A community could eliminate into 47 before a huge crowd at the MSC Sports Arena.
suggested that the fight against dustrial air and water pollution
Edward F. Bryondr-, Rosetta Henry, and Eugene Russell, all
pollution is a "new focus for if industry were eliminated of Murray, will attend the Sixth Regional Instructional Conference
student protest." If there's one but modern society can't do withat Louisville January 27-30.
thing the anti-pollution campaign out industrial plants. Ironically,
doesn't need, it is the irrespne many of the people who are ready
sibility and emotionalism that to sacrifice industry in order to
has characterized organized ste get the kind of pure air one ex. ects in a national park also are
dent protest in recent yearsTo be sure, activity by respoe Insistent that government activeLIMGIE11•TIMES milA
sible, informed students -Is de- ly participate in raising living
-f"
sirable. Volunteer community standards.
Well, we live in an industrial
efforts to get rid of pollutants
Narcoti?,s valued at $100.00 were stolen last night from the
and litter are very much needed. era, and that's what the vast
Holland Drug Store on the court square.
- '`.-4":,•siaw.;0s so
........••••
AnyoW who has traveled in Wes. majority of people want. They
-.
The Calloway County REA project will be completed about FebturOpe knows that the coun- ward the Jobs and tax revenue
tefn
r);...1'
'.wflet
ruary 15, according to John Edd Walker, manager of the cooper
on the Continent are doing generated by industry. If extretries
t--- •'4" -4,...: 4 '
ve.
• ".4
'
!"
.
.
.it ,*• 4..,
a far better job than we are doing mists among the ranks of antiMrs. A. C. Burnett of Cadiz died yesterday at the Murray
in getting rid of street litter. pollution workers gain the upper
pital.
": 4,idemy
What would be hurtful, how- hand, there won't be any way.
born
a
Mr. and Mrs, Aaron Burkeen are the parents of a boy
Marti
ever, is an anti-pollution drive to raise living standards. EconWinner
the Murray Hospital on January 21.
of a omic advances are the direct
overtones
political
that
has
EST
A feature story from the courier-Journal Is published tcxh
Un- result of privateJpvestment In
enterprise.
free
fight
against
ACTRESS
concerning Gerald Dunnaway, 18 year old state FFA presides
fortunately, such overtopes can Industrial operations.
Baba
from Lynn Grove.
Fortunately,
the
same
Amerand
some
areas
1
SlreSand
be -detected in
1
1
SLAM IMES1
RAY SOX
some pollution controversies. If ican industry that generates jobs
New Left becomes heavily also generates anti-pollution
the
..grl'AP
‘• ,
involved in the anU - pollution know-how. Reasonable standards
BARBRA STREISAND OMAR SHARIf
struggle, it undoubtedly will seek can be developed and put
'FUNNY GIRL'
effect.
Meanwhile,
local
govereLEDGER•TIMES PUJIL
a
demon
industry
as
portray
to
IG,t4NICOt CR. P50,
that wants to pollute America. meat can zone land areas for
MAN 'EATEN TO DEATH BY NEIGHBORS Hoding anitrut,T. !Progressive industry already industrial, residential, and recI'.
Ia. a young girl stare", at the. body of Gerahlo
Features at:
•
2.3-3
Adults
Is fighting pollution - for cpm- reational uses. In other ivoids
Fitt who reportedly was tied to a light pole and is ,t, n
•
the
pollution
2:38,
7:00 & 1:4S •
problem
--sail
be
mensense
economic
reasons
11
Deaths reported are G. P. Ordway, age 62, Joseph Wilburn
1.03
Children
to death by Ayt neighbors in a town- 2rirnib. fionT no,
•• •
"Joe" Kelly, age 16, James Henry Vinson, age 80, and El
no other, In industrial operaii•- overcome in the United States
Janieiri, hi:valise he knot ked on ihrors %then he '1. It ir-T
ns, pollution is synonymous with without creating a politically Todd, age 15.
saki he t fled .ind
Fteports
also
for
help
r.,1
r
waste. Thus modern companies oriented "protest movement"
An average price of $9.08 per hundred weight was reported
hours after' hi, %%as beaten. an,1 rindtlent,
111,
elhere.
Reserved Performance Tickets Available He 7:00 Foster*
trying to trap pollution emi- and without anyone becoming
are
dciss
'On the sale of dark fired tobacco
elk,.
r
"
sr:reosui were
Rife@ Clark. are IL am of Mr. zed ktrs, J. H Clark of Faxon
tted from smokesta(ks and en- Irrational about industry.
ile ol when p, 11.1 I ..0; II.
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Bible Thoughtfor Today

Down the

arden Path

State of The Union

States

SENS1NGTHENEWS

Ten Years Ago Today

SCOIT1RUG

1205 Chestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.

20 Years Ago Today

By JACK
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oating
By JACK WOLISTON
NEW YORK (UPI) - From
the ditty bag:
A nationwide survey of
10,000 boatmen shows that 69.9
per cent favor the licensing or
certification of all pleasure boat
mI
zators,
en according to the Boat
Association of the
United States. The organization
points out that the results of
its survey conflict directly with
previous industry sponsored surveys and the views of a number
of state and federal boating administrators.
* * *

minted on the
-ted President

,

. Rep. Fernand J. St. Germain,
has asked Postmaster
General Winton Blount to issue
se stamp to commemorate the
*erica s Cup, world's oldest
international yachting trophy
+Obich the United States has
defend/ successfully against
every challinige since it was won
from the British in 1851. St.
Germain asked that the stamp
be issued in 1970 when the
21st defense of the cup will
be made in a series of races off
Newport, R.I., against the winner of an elimination series between Australia and France.

boating facilities.
5**

New on the market is a telescope-like instrument for use
as a bottom viewer. Precision
ground wide angle lenses will
show a 24-foot circle .20 feet
below the surface and a 30foot circle at 35 feet in clear
water. The instrument, constructed of heavy plastic, is designed to enable fishermen to
locate brush piles and bottom
weeds where fish congregate.
Also, it can be used to spot
lost motors and rods.
While' the boating industry
in general has shown a healthy
growth rate of approximately
10 per cent a year, houseboating
is increasing at an annual rate
of almost 40 per cent, according
to latest industry figures.

Donna Caponi
To Be Honored

NEW YORK (UP!)-.Donna
Capon', winner of the U.S.
Boat racing enthusiasts ,will Women's Open golf tournament
sorely miss Bill Cooper, 4T, of during 1969. and the third
(vIhrina del Rey, Calif., for over leading money winner on the
21 years ode of the most con- women's tour, will be honored
troversial, skillful and popular° at the annual awards dinner of
offshore and marathon power the Metropolitan Golf Writers'
boat racers. His recent death Associstipn, Feb. 23.
if a Santa Monic7a, fiii..-; hos- Itias agent;'Myear-old Playpital from cancer was a sad er from I3urbank, Calif., will be
blow to the sport. He had among several outstanding perraced in virtually every major sonalities of. the game to
marathon and offshore race receive awards at the dinner to
staged in North America and be held at the Americana Hotel.
. rope and scored impressive She will share the spotlight at
dinner with Bob Hope, who
tories in many of them.
receive the Gold Tee, the
i
f
* * *
rganiiation's highest award.
* *

...

In a recent address to a water
gaiety group, Rear Adm. Joseph
J. McClelland, head of the Coast
Guard's Boating Safety Office,
ooted that in over 31,000 Coast
Irionard responses to assistance
oalls from recreational boatmen
1968, 48 per cent of the
.ases were attributed to either NEW YORK (UPI)-The New
breakdown or systems failures. York Yankees announced Saturday tha eighth annual Mayor's
Serfio.,„.10Kooll the
National Boating Feder:- TroPhY
fide at a recent meeting, noted Yankees and meer crosstown
in a resolution that very few Pals, the world champion
dates provide boating facilities New York Mets, will be played
Aug. 17.
41 proportion to the amount
The Yankees said the night
boatmen contribute to the Land game
will be played at Yankee
and Water Conservation Fund Stadium.
Act. It noted that boating is Proceeds from the game will
irpplying about one-third of the go to the Greater s New York
venue, but that few, if any, Sandlots, providing equipment
*des plan to allot one-third of and facilities in the develop'heir proposed expenditures to ment of amateur baseball in
the metropolitan area. The
series has raised $728,133 to the
foundations of both clubs who
distribute the proceeds to the
sandlot programs.
The Mets, in winning last
September, hold a 5-2 advantage in the series.

Yankees Announce
Mayor's Trophy Game

ing on air poliond. gas masked
ic hearers. The
cil chambers to
the plaintiffs.
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SPORTS
ON TV

NEW YORK (UPI)- Nationally televised sports events for
the week of Jan. 25-31 (all
limes EST):
2 Sunday, Jan. 25-NBA basketMilwaukee at Atlanta
cept eastern regional, New
ark at Boston (ABC); NHL
ey, St. Louis at Philadelp.m. (CBS); golf, Ring
rosby proem, 4:30 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 31- Pro bowl385,000 San Jose, Calif.,
3:30 p.m. (ABV). Golf,
ndy Williams San Diego Open,
*30 p.m. (ABC).

BOWLING
STANDINGS
THURSDAY COUPLES
BOWLING LEAGUE
Week of 1-15-70
_— W.
Standings:
64 30
Pin Busters
42 33
414 33
Rockets
37 27
Bed Birds
36 25
Night Owls
34 ao
Beepers
33 31
Turties
31 33
Behiddled
Rolling
30 at
PourStones
Alley Cats
28 ao
27 37
Beards
Rollers
33 41
L. S. D. Pius 1
33 42
Strikes
20 44
High Team Game SC
Night Owls
715
Alley Cats
710
Pin Busters
685
High Teem 3 Genies SC
Night Owls
1958
Pin Busters
1947
Red Birds
1909
High Team Game HC
Alley Cats
849
Night Owls
814
Pin Busters
808
High Teem 3 Games HC
Alley Cats
2321
Pin Busters
2318
Rolling Stones
2281
High Ind. Game SC
T. C. Hargrove
245
JimNea1a,
213
Lyman. Dixon
211
Betty Riley
193
Janie Knight
188
Marilyn Parks
184
High Ind. Game HC
T. C. Hargrove
246
Annear IlirDaniel
242
Lyntan Dixon
225
Linda Newsome
240
Betty Riley
232
Joyce Roller
229
High ind, 3 Games SC
Jim Neale
566
Lyman Dixon
560
T. C. Hargrove
544
Betty Riley
491
Janie Knight
485
Joann Woods
463
High Ind 3 Games NC
James McDaniel
620
Lyman Dixon
602
Delbert Newsome
592
Betty Riley
608
Janie Knight
602
Linda Newsome
594
High Averages (Men)
Jim Neale
190
T. C. Hargrove
183
Lyman Dixon
179
Peat thiehmaan
L 3. Haddon
lie
Vernon Riley
173
High Averages (Women)
Betty Dixon
163
Marilyn Parks
158
Joye Rowland
147
Betty Riley
146
Patsy Neale
148
Janie Knight
144

7:00 Feature

-

YI Mk (1 1'1) %Muir
ANN ARBOR — Michigan Foothalf Coach So SchambecMar Is
%slit., ate inerican
whoMad through the lobby at metronomes+ Airport attar his
the first I tilted slaty- I)pen
arrival from Pasadena where he was hospitalized 19 days
in I 91111.
Ii- .s tournament
following a heart attack. Schembechlar, who led the
emiI )1.1.er III
Wolverines to a Sig Ten championship in his i.ir.sNaar;41 a Bit_ Itrvitiny
run mid (loci.zal return to work in a taw weeks.
the-final.

Lefthander Named
Woman Bowler Year

Tommy Bolt
To -Defend
Senior Title

MILWAUKEE, Wis.(IMODotty Fothergill, North Attieboro, Mass., Friday was named
Woman Bowler of the Year Sr
the second successive year by
the Bowling Writers' AssocisPALM BEACH GARDENS,
tion of America.
Miss Fothergill, a lefthander Fla. (UPI)- Tommy Bolt, the
collected more than $20,000 old pro who dominated the
In 1969, polled 429 of a possible senior circuit last year, will
445 points and received 82 first. return to defend his ProfessionSenior title
place votes, bur Sr second and al Golf Association
approximately 1,500 yachts to
beginning Jan. 29 at the PGA
the
89
for
third
among
one
dealers in that time and 600
National Golf Club.
015s azwydlyd parade 1-23 be
other yachts to private owners. SARASOTA, Fla. (UPI)- ballots cast. Sim averagacl 207 Bolt, of Sarasota, Fla., is
Today's SportParade
In
tourmunent
more
than
300
There is "no limit" to what
among the field of 142 senkm
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
you can spend for a'yacht if Marlene Bauer Hagge, !Mirth games.
golfers entered in the $40,000,
leading
career
money
winner
Runnerup
in
the
balloting
for
youys.want it custom built, Jones
on the women's pro golf tour, the second year in a row was 72-hole test which concludes
By MILTON RICHMAN
has signed a contract to Doris Coburn, Buffalo, N.Y., Feb. 1.
UPI Sports Writer
"A
yacht like Onassis' represent the DeSoto
Lakes with 228 points and one first, Among the field of starters
are former champions Sam
Golf Club on the Lades place vote.
NEW YORK (UP!)-YOU
hadpmnillbiaoblnywh:fthednioriginal1arotaydhall
it built, but It oould cost Professional Golf Association Bobbe North, Downey, Calif., Snead, Paul Rimyan, Freddie
the whole world to choose from
Dick Metz and
and look at the girl You Picked' somewhere between five or six Tour.
was third with 194 points, Haas
Mrs. Hagge, who competed in followed by Mile Martorella, Chandler
Jr.,arper.
She's different.
million to build today."
22 of the 29 LPGA events in Rochester, N.Y., with 145 and The field also includes former
Priced
1969, will officially represent Bev Ortner, Galva, Iowa, with PGA champions Chick Hubert,
she
You
onl
You
imim"
"
.
bscanse The44-hhighest-priced
Figoll
t rt-pr
at the Sarasota club in February
:
Hthe0„,_
vessel
Bob Hamilton, Jhia Mimosa and
which
every 10 minutes. She acts
98.
unthe
when the 1970 tour begins. She
Vic Ghent.
Like ther
Feb.
1
24
to
J
A newcomer to senior compehas won over 20 tournaments in
No
runs
Home
P°differinry.iblenetgwah); i
e'sher'
/71;111
2 Nerw
Yr
o7kni
's
'
Elis
'eum
11" will be her career.
tition this year is Ed Forgot,
at house
the 1954 U.S. Open cbamPiOn.
Rush right out and boy alber
e ligaias
tteerasyathftt
t. tr
ThIs
iPle421111tire
NEW YORK (U P1)—Bobby Also on hand will be ageless
sleek new Rolls and she merdY number sleeps six and goes for
Thomson's historic home rem in Bobby Cruickshank and Dutch
Tour $1
says so what? Charter
to fty.r.kico
-Lneem
e0r3e,5$940
5,an:
90.if that's a little too SKINNER TO MANAGE
the 1951 pennant playoff; Roger Harrison.
own jet the same way Bit
ezirict for your blood, there's
Mans' 61st and record-setting
m.„
Mem
2
1,..
i.
tiknA
e.
Br
)
,
ftinfr
:
'"
another 36 - foot convertible SAN DIEGO (UPI)... Wally
homer in 1961; Don Larsen's
— yacht Hatteras is showing for a Moon resigned Tuesday as a perfect game in the 1954 Wortd COST HIGHER
a ridiculous way
coach with the San Diego Series; Ted Williams' last time at
up with a Kansas City
• - Insurance for yachts is rather Padres to become the athletic bat-when he clubbed a homer- PHILADELPHIA
(UPI) and
between
director at John Brown Univer- and Willie Mays'. • first major Fred T. Corleto, Philadelphia's
dad
windb
slitri:rbiadeal."
lmneb
aaln
anddeist'peTalig
vlellh
e4
ol sity in Siloam Springs, Ark.
cging
nt
of
league base hit are among many managing director, announced
Sure-Fire Way To Impress
the boat per year. Docking fees Moon, who has been In baseball highlights being considBut wait There Is one sure.4re a different matter. They baseball 20 years as a player ered for inclusion in a 30-minute Thursday that the city's new
sports stadium will cost $44.4
fire way to impress her.
-run Isom 15 cents per foot Per and coach, will be replaced by
television program bein ..s million, $6.4 million more than
Abkelutell
teed!
-Aar* 30 cents per foot per-day Bob Skinner, -Who managed the color
prepare/214er home entertainmen
iginallt espeeted.--evel -Yew
a- Yacht.
if you have a50-footer, that -Philadelphia Plantes air m'dth viewing.. It's titled: '- 'Great
"They're definitely a
$450
cost
$15
a
day
or
l
izi
m
ul
on
d
you
of last season.
Moments in Baseball."
symbol," says Wilbert A.
--The 30-rninute color-telev
TOURNEY SKEDDED
"Dub" Ames, director of Perk up, though, Hatteras
HURDLER FAVORED
ion tape'is one of 100 unde
KANSAS CITY, Mo.
marketing for Hatteras Yung,
its
yachts
bring
more
.
ends
NtW YORK (TWO- Willie
consideration for Selecta-Vision,
Division of North Amerlcen.money
than Davenport, the winner of 18 newest concept in home enter- Lake Superior State- College in
on
a
re-sale
hasis
Sault Ste. Marie will host the
Rockwell Corporation: "When a they
did new.
Indoor hurdles events over-the taininent developed by RCA third annual NAIA National Ice
guy goes out and buys himself
that will permit viewers to attac Hockey Tournament March 6-7,
a yacht, it's a sign he's... PITTSBURGH (UPI)-The past two seasons until his sir
a, tape play er to a standar NAIA Executive Secretary A.O.
arrived."
,Fitollurgh Pipers won the first was broken last week in
Jones is in a good position 01.441n#encan Basketball Association Angeles, will make a strong bid elevision set and view at the' Duer announced Tuesday.
It will be the second straight
know. He's rounding out hisothampionship, outlasting New for a fourth Millrose Games convenience nienioratuemo24th year In - professional Qrleans in seven games in the title in the 63rd annual Mffirose ttle Us of sports. theater, art year the tournament has been
Competition on Jan, 30,
science, histor), and either events -held atieLake Superior State.
yachting and he has sold :19c7-68 playoff final.

Sports Parade

DILLAft OR DOLLAR
BOWLING LEAGUE
Week of Jan. 16, 1970
W. L.
Standings:
41 27
Pin-Pals
40- 28
Champs
3930
Quads
37 31
Iii-Lois
33 35
Miracles
29 39
Flub-Ups
27 41
Bowlettes
28 42
Shakers
High Team Game SC
589
Miracles
Otto Back at School
4 526
Hi-Los
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Otto
506
Pin-Pals
Graham, former coach of the
High Team Series SC
WaNn Redsidos, w a s Miracles
-1645
1457
sworn in Tuesday as a captain Hi-Lo's
1437
In the Coast Guard and athletic Champs
High Ind. Genie SC
director at the U.S. Coast
202
Guard Academy in New Lon- Hilda Bennett
196
Mary Harris
don, Conn.
182
Graham, a star quarterback Mary Smith
High Ind. Game HC
for the Cleveland Browns
231
during the 1950s, had a 17-22-3 Hilda Bennett
228
coaching record with the Mary Harris
218
Redskins befOre being succeed- Mary Smith
Martha Ails
218
ed by Vince Lombardi.
High Ind. Series SC
'Hilda Bennett
490
Mary Smith
482
Margaret Morton
400
High Ind. Series HC
Hilda Bennett
636
Martha Ails
576
Peggy Williams
573Splits Converted
Helen Hargrove
3-10
Margaret Morton
2-7
Betty Lawrence
3-10
Mary Smith
3-10
Audrey Perry
3-10
Peggy Williams
3-10
Rowena Emerson
3-10
Top Ten Averages
Mary Parris
152'
Margaret Morton
152
Mary Smith
148
Verona Grogan
140
00113, Owen '
/39
Sallie Guy
138
Martha Ails
138
One Birdsong
138
Glenda Hill
138
Hilda Bennett
132
Valada Stuart
132
Helen Hargrove
131
Ann Grogan
127
Pat Scott
126
Ashes win

rel. at:
DO4 1:45
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Marlene Hagge
Signs Contract
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SAVE(NEW% ON THIS SPRING'S
'WANTED F,AgillION FABRIC!

kcigi
r
W4

Reg. $1.99 Yard Nationally Known Mills!
50% FORTREL & 50% COTTON

Another Fabric Scoop from the Remnant House. Springs most wanted Fashion
Fabric at less than half price. Famous Mills Fortrel and Cotton "Kettle Cloth"
in solids and prints. Full bolts, first quality. Hurry, for:best selection!,

e

AT- THE LOWEST PRICE ANYWHERE!!

41• P-

* 12 NEW SPRING COLORS
* SOLIDS AND PRINTS
* 45" WIDE, FIRST QUALITY
* MACHINE WASHABLE - No IRONING
* SAVE $1.11 ON EVERY YARD

7.to

ZIPPERS

22 kngths, all colors inchiding !),ick and white. While

'4,000

last!
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Mrs. Robert Moyer
Hostess For Meet
Of Church Circle
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Personal Report Lady
Reporter Goes to War

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
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The home of Mrs. Robert Moyer was the scene of the meeting
of the Bessie Tucker Circle of
American dependents travel.
By MARGARET A. KILGORE
the WOIllall's Society of Christian
ling to a war zone. For South••••••1111111•4111.•.•111.0•••••
Service of the First United Meth.
east Asia, they require sets
NEW YORK (UPI) — Anof cholera, plague, smallpox,
°dist Church held on Tuesday,
nounce to your friends that
typhoid and tetanus shots.
January 20, at nine - thirty
you are going to Vietnam to
Typhus formerly was mandao'clock in the morning.
tory, but when virtually no
write about the war and then
Mrs. James Weatherly, chairAmerican soldiers contracted
man, presided and also gave
wait for the reaction.
the fever the shot became
the devotion.
It comes—Immediately and
"recommended, not required."
The pledge service program
in strange ways.
Monday, January 26
was conducted by Mrs.Jack BailThe quarterly meeting of the
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ssage of man's influence on his Land Between The
Environment In Young Hands
environment. When complete the Lakes Visit Reveals
series of displays will tell the Beauties Of Kentucky
ONG RANGE concern for the commonwealth's and
historical, educational, and reIt was the privilege and plelle
nation's misused, overtaxed and polluted environment
1-4
creational story of Land Betsure
to be able to visit the
seems
fortunately in good young hinds.
ween the Lakes.
beautiful State of Kentucky durPractically all Kentuckians and Americans favor mole
—
ing both October and November.
federal spending for natural environment iniprovement, but
The spring gun and bow season
The American Bowhunters Re. Forty bay scouts braved the for wild turkey in Land Between The first visit was to the "Laud
the higher percentage of concern is among adolescents and
sleet
to
complete
a
and
WM
bellt
cord Book of Trophy Bucks schethe Lakes will be held April 17, Between the Lakes" area
younger adults.
2.day
hike
and
camping
trip
in
administered by TVA. This rig.
duled to be released next month
18, 24, 25, and May 1 and 2.
TAlis has a twofold blessing,for the young will be living
will reveal that the national re- Land Between the Lakes last The area open to hunting will be Ion certainly is among the most
weekend.
The
group
included
ten
during
on
this
continent
longer,
and will be able to do more.
beautiful
cord buck deer taken by bow was
all lead -north of U. S. Highway
A national poll conducted in July for the National Wildbagged in Land Between the Lak- senior scouts from Huntsville, 68 to Barkley Canal with the ex- the time when the leaves are,
es. The trophy white-tailed deer Alabama, and thirty 11-and 12- ception of the Conservation Educ- changing color, when beauties
life Federation, parent of the League of Kentucky Sportsfield dressed at 220 pounds and year olds from Troop 55 in ation Center and other posted of the hardwoods offset and backmen, concludes:
Union City, Tennessee. Troop
had 16 points. It was takeb in
areas. Legal weapons for the hunt dropped by those of the
. . the American people in 1969 appear to desire the
55
participated
in
a
15-mile
comads.
the
greens.
Coupled
with
1965 by Charles Stahl, Route
will be shotguns (no smaller than
focus
to be on solving domestic problems and the improvepass
hike
from
Center
Station
in
Kentucky
resources,
2, Calvert City, Kentucky. Mar20 gauge) and longbows. Hunting dant water
ment of the quality of life at home.
vin Almon, Publisher of The the Conservation Education Cen- hours are daylight to 10 a.m.and and the entire mid-south need
ter to Golden Pond. The veteran
"The higher concern of younger adults and adolescents
not take a back seat to any
American 18owbunter magazine,
senior scouts completed a con- the bag limit is one gobbles with region for natural beauty. Watch
may well indicate an important shift in the general populasaid that Stahl's prize deer was
visible
beard
per
hunter.
Hunting
servation project
during the
for an article on the "Land Bet•
tion's priorities."
the biggest buck registered with
weekend camp-out. Scouts,camp- permits can be ottained by pre- wean the Lakes" in the Aprilthem since they started keeping
Ninety-three per cent of all Kentuckians and Americans
ing clubs, and other groups are seating your Kentucky hunting May issue of NATIONAL WILDstate and national records in
license
at
polled
in the NWF survey in July on federal budgeting
the
checking
stations
invited to make reservations at
LIFE Magazine.
1962. Through a combination of Camp
favors reallocating federal spending to provide more money
Energy and Piney Camp- or the information office in GoldNoe.
during
The
second
visit
antler measurements and field grotma,
for environmental improvement.
both year-round Ncii- en Pond after March 1,
ember , was to the handsome
dressed weight, the record buck ities.
Reservations can be made
• Despite the overwhelming concern, the federal govern-,
campus of the University of Kenscored 2144 points. This year at Piney until March
MY BUSINESS IS FORZST
15 when it
ment, and the commonwealth have a long way to go.
tucky, where I participated in
69 white-tailed and fallow deer resumes
FIRE PREVENTION —
normal spring and sumthe Kentucky Highway ConferenOnly one per cent of the federal budget, for instance,
were taken during the split bow mer operations on a
WI4AT
first-comece. During this meeting, I told
goes for natural resources control, improvement pici deseason held October 18-Novem- first serve basis. Both Energy
the other participants that"High-,
ber 8 and December 20-31. .** and
velopment.
Piney have heated shower
ways must be routed and cooKeep in touch with your legislators and congressmen.
and rest room buildings
structed so as to give maximum
consideration to natural assets
All waterfowl blinds must be
A series of new displays is
and values even if the costs
removed from Lake Barkley by being installed at Center Statto highway users in taxes and
February 10. The blinds, consid- ion, the major interpretive tadtolls are higher," We believe
ered to be navigation hazards, lding in the Conservation Educathis generation should meet its
are required to be removed with- tion Center. The latest addition
own costs of protecting the enIn 30 days after the close of the is "The Last Free Bird", a
vironment rather than passing
waterfowl season, which nlosed big, revolving display that carrYour business — being careful them along to our children and
January 11.
ies a dramatie illustrative mewith any Ire!
their children.
Reprinted from "Happy Hunting Ground", a publication of the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife.
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Foxhunting Groups Hold Annual Meeting
Kentucky Foxhunters Meet At
Lancaster; Trigg Group
Goes To Tennessee
Fall is traditionally foxhunting time
in Kentucky and things were no different in 1969. The Kentucky Foxhunters Association held its annual bench
show and field trial at Lancaster on
October 14, 15 and 16 while the Trigg
National Foxhunters Bench Show and
Field Trials were held at Lebanon,
Tetit, on October 5 through 8.
At the Lancaster meeting more than
300 entiies were recorded in the various events. Bench show winners were
Chris, while the best of opposite sex
was Brock's Queen. Chris is awned by
Holly Cole, and Brock's Queen belongs
to Harold Mercer. Buck Allison, Nashville, acted as ringmaster. The banquet and business meeting was held on
October 14 and elected president of
the Association was Wade Walker, of
Lancaster, with John Carr, Auburn,
secretary-treasurer.
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Left is shown Chris, best hound in the show at the Kentucky Foxhunters
Association bench show, and right, Brock's Queen, best of opposite sex.
Standing is Buck Allison, Neshville, Ringmaster; Austin Jennings, Clarksville, Ind., judge, and Ho,lly Cole co-owner of Chris and Harold Mercer,
owner of Brock's Queen.

At the Trigg meeting the best derby
male wallimior, owned by Tommy
Pedigo, Munfordville, while best of the
opposite sex went to Full Cry Red
Sails, owned by Hubert Shipley, of
Lamb, Ky. The best all-age male was
Eubert's Henry, owned by Eugene
Groce, Albany, and the best all-age
female was Rollick Rachel, owned by
Carl Fraser, Edmonton. The all-age
field champion was Shady Lane Checkers owned by Tommy Pedigo.

ions 753-2378
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Pboickt by SFipuorth
The Trigg group met in Tennessee. Shown is Mrs. Tommy Pedigo, MunfordVille; Tommy Pedigo, owner and handler of Junior, best in show;
Ralph Hazetip, judge, Bowling Green; John H. Robinson, Austin, president
of Trigg Association; J. L. Ellis, Thompkinsville, ringmaster; Carl Fraser,
Edmonton, owner and handler of Redlick Rachel, best of opposite sex. 4,
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By LOUIS S. CLAPPER• "
Director of COraft5548ion
The first session of the 91st Congress has come to an
end and a fairly good record on conservation accomplishments has been compiled despite several differences which.,
resulted from having a legislative body of one . political
persuasion working with a new executive branch of a
different political party. Major progress was recorded in
several different areas and these head the list:
—Water Pollution Control: Both the Senate and the
House passed versions of a new "Water Quality Improvement Act" which tightens the Water Pollution Control
Act with respect to the control of oil pollution from vessels,
sewage from boats and ships, and acid mine drainage.
Differences in the versions were being considered by a.
Senate-House Conference COmmittee as the old year went
out and this will be an early item of business for the second session of Congress which convenes in mid-January.
in addition, a massive effort by citize,ns and.cmgy,tricie4sAs
wthiñ thet•bnpstrestileed in major increases lialak titade
in Fedal financial. grants to municipalities for construction of waste treatment works.
—Environmental Quality: Both bodies of the Congress
adopted landmark legislation in.. establishing a National
Policy on the Environment, whereby all values will be
considered by federal agencies in the administration of resources projects. This even goes solar as to establish the
right for citizens to a clean- erwirotirnent, a principle which
may be a benchmark in future lawsuits whereby citizens sue
to protect the environment.
—Agriculture. gassed and signed into law is a new
measure which extends the Great Plains Conservation Program for an additional decade and expands the application.'
of it to include many conservation practices.
—Fish and Wildlife: A highly significant bill to pi&
rect endangered species of wildlife was sent to the President in the closing days of thefirst session of the Congress.
This bill prevents the importation of rare or endangered •,
species or their parts, when endangered, worldwide. In • .
addition, it gives additional protection to endangered species
in this country such as the alligators which have been
poached in many parts of its range in the southwestern U.S.
—Firearms: The Gun Control Act of 1968 was amended
by a rider on a tax bill to remove the requirement that
shotgun shells and rifle cartridges be registered by purchasers.
Other -important legislation was adopted in the establishment of two new wilderness areas in California, establishment of the Florissant Beds National Monument in
Colorado, and fairly liberal appropriations for most natural
resources management areas. In addition, several-park and
recreation and wilderness bill made significant advancements in either the Senate or the House. Progress was
recorded on establishing a Mining and Mineral Policy and
is 'establishing a Youth Conservation Corps.
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Make No Law, by Donald
rt
ubIeday, 15.95)
Tsg
Make No Law, a title Donald
Tart borrowed from the First
Amendment, tells about a smallcity newspaper publisher caught
in the middle of a California
anti-pornography campaign.
John Hagen, publisher of the
Welbrook Sentinel, isn't actually
against the campaign - an expose of local smut peddlers in
his paper helped instigate it but he can't conscientiously endorse it because he feels the
measure it is promoting is overdrastic and under-constitutional
As a liberal publisher in a
substantially conservative community, a burgeoning city on
the outskirts of Los Angeles,
Hagen is accustomed to being
on the Unpopular side of issues.
But nothing has prepared him
for the extremes, of the clean
literature crusade.
• The anti-pornography forces,
grouped under the banner of
PURIFY (Public United to Retore Innocence to Fair Youth),
tly or indirectly bombard
• h poison pen letters,
him
obsence jhone calls, threats to
his family, vi nee to his plant
and loss of his addsing.
, even
But Hagen stands
when his father, wife and various
friends urge compromise.
Taggart knows how newspapers are made. He also knows
how stories are made, and Make
.No Law,is a cliff-hanger all the way.
Doug Anderson (UPI)
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Reports observes. Blue chips, picture, E. F. Hilton ak Co.
on the other hand, already were says. January figures are
at rock bottom lows and invariably lower than December because "tax motivated,
relatively unaffected by the short-against-the-box positions"
analyst
sudden fall of IBM. The
are closed out, but this usually
a follows a significant rise in the
maintaining
recommends
fully invested position in "true December figures, which did
blue chips" in the expectation not occur in 1969. The sharp
The
(UP
NEW YORK
that easier money within six drop this month results in the
best-run and most strongly months and better corporate
lowest monthly short interest
situated corporations shrewdly earnings next year will get the
PIOTICO
OMANI)
SIRVICIS
NOTICE
SALO
figures in almost three years,
POO
and
squeeze
money
the
consider
market moving up again In hardly a bullish reading.
PICK-UP, delivery service offer- BELTOME factory hulk Mae- cost push as here to stay and 1970
REDUCES) 1969 Town & Country
Hornat
aid
114
beterise
shines
all
for
node
shoe
ed on
Guest star
are planning to sell equities
mobile home, 12-x65'. Spentsh
buckle's Barter Shop. (When hearing e4a. Wallis Drell
while the market is still high
motif, 2 oversized bedrooms,
(UPI) HOLLYWOOD
interest
short
lower
Sharply
Call
pair.)
more
wc and solid enough to absorb
you have 5 or
each with private bath, overhead
a Andy Devine will guest star in
constitute
January
for
figures
TFNC
753-3685.
beams in living room, carpet in
offerings of new issues, the new negative technical develop- an episode
of television's
living room end bedrooms. This
beaters
Janeway Letter says. Mean- ment ID the current market "Bracken's World" series.
753-3685
Phone
electric
FILED,
Street
SAWS
213 Spruce
home cost $8,000.00 less than
while "the professional stock
and all small appliances repair10 months ago. We have paid
market crowd .. has had the
St., 7534007.
12th
So.
B
512
ed.
Open
$2500.00 off on it For a small
. out of it ...
Answer to vesteroay s rums
Feb.-13-C
stuffing knocked
fraction of this amount it can
and it is worried about having
OPENING
UNDER
NEW
WalUOLI
00
3
.1
3:30-9:30
be yours. Phone 753-7950 after
DUN-BITE Roofing and Siding
the cash squeezed out of it
GINESUPPITI 121(100130
MANAGEMENT
and
roofing
.1-27.0
in.
p.
-4
2:00
1
Co. Shingle and roll
4-Brother of
ACROSS
Dal MOOD MOOR
hlesdaSaturday
while stocks are still relatively
Open 6:00 a. m.-10:00 p. m.
siding.
Odin
Aluminum
repairs.
030
-Closed Udell -high," Janeway adds.
Six
a
Days
Week
REGISTERED Irish setter pup1-Confirm
5
-Newspaper
C1E10031110 01:30
Guaranteed workmanship.
--6.Distance
executives_
Closed on Sunday
TITC
pies. Phone 753-1748.
111(3121iil UL
Feb -SC
11030
measure (pl.)
Phone 489-2425.
OFFERING ALL
6-Having dull
Until the tumble of IBM 11-Scorched
Will have good working
NCR Mil LEI
r:10
finish
7fig
growth 12-Stags
1962 FORD diesel tractor, has
HAIRCUTS
air
liii0131321
FOR YOUR home remodeling, men's plate lunch and a spac- stock, the glamor and
7-Small island
whispers
SW
three 14 inch plows, disc, cultiSHAVES
ii MilliV33151
8-Falsehood
additions and repairs. Free esti- ious dining room for family stocks derived their buoyancy 14-Separate
vator, planter and bush bog.
650
13130110
9-Man's
from illusions that the econorn. 15.Fibe5 plant
mates. Call 753-6123 or 753- dining.
klIAMPWnickname
J-35-C
Phone 480-3741.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Feb.-21-C
ic boom would never and and 17-Artificial
7848.
language
10-CoMinutJ
NIGHT ONLY
that stocks would never become 18-Exist
story
CYM31
SOLID OAK merchandise ta19-Declare
WILL DO chair bottoms with
• -Fresh Catfish11-Country of
overpriced. Wright Advisory 20
24
-Evergreen
bles. 27" wide by 55" long; 34
Europa
If
Hazel.
in
cane at my home
POR ROW
All clubs are welcomed to
MAL ISTATI POIlt $ALE
tree
inches high. Phone Littleton's,
13-Classifies
parties.
k
*lboo
21-Prefix: not
-Interested phone 492-8347.
• '
35-Detested
27-Story
J-364 BY OWNER. Extra nice three- NICE SLEEPING rooms foe
16-Transaction
753-4623.
9cer4
281
J-24-C
38-Strong wind
28-Indefinite
HOLP WANTID
erect
campus
23-Narrow:Rat
from
19-Remain
block
one
boys,
.number
39-Century plant
FURNITURE, bedroom suite, bedroom modern frame home,
board
20 Level
WILL DO baby sitting in my
Phone 753-8425 or 7534082.
29-Mistake
41-Unit of Latvian
CURB HOP wanted. Night shift, 24-Nova Scotia
coffee table and other odds and outbuildings, and twenty-five
currency
ages
.1-31.0
from
22-Glisten
children
30-Untie
for
home
(abbr.)
5:00 p. in. to 11 p. in., male or
mountain
ends. Also new 2/3 gauge pump acre farm. Has 11 acre corn
42-High
-Crippled
31
-Lawmaker
23
18. Gall 438-5515.
25-Rabbit
tobacco
fired
dark
L23
base,
Darn
to
person
in
Apply
female.
44-Proceed
shotgun. VW, has been wreck.
32-Scatters
3-BEDROOM brick house, 1%
26-Aims
26-Openings in
outbuildings
and
House
base.
-Behold!
46
33-Domesticates
Castle, Chestnut Street. No 27-Containers
fence
ad, perfect for dune buggy.
baths, fireplace, 7 month sub- AVOID THE SPRING rush. Do
asking price. lease, available, $180.00 per your panelling and interior
TIC 28-Seasoning
phone calls please.
0
7
Phone 753-9445 after 12 noon. alone worth
3 4 3
Phone
753-3891
J-25-C
29-African
J-29-C painting now. Free estimates.
.1-28-P Phone 489-3741.
month. Call 753-4801.
antelope
.1-26-C WANTED: Cooks and assistants,
13
12
J-26-C
of
FOUR-BEDROOM green stained 4-Boom furnished apartment Phone 753-4684.
days. Send resume plus salary 31-Mother
Apollo
7
3 6
4
desired to P. 0. Box 32-G, Mur- - 32-Saint (obbi.).
BUILDING, good lo- Atrium house. Central heat and for boys,1617 Miller Ave. Call •WILL 130 old fashioned band,
.1-27-C 34-Part in play
131 at Stel- air, carpeted, family room, two 753-1958 or 437-3513.
.1-31,4 quilting. phone 7534739. J.30.p 1970 CALENDAR Desk nal ray, Kentucky.
20
cation
19
at $8,800.00 baths, double garage, fireplace,
la; priced
and refills are *ow available at RELIABLE PERSON to do part 35-Harbor
36-Symbol for .
2
large court yard, city school NICE PRIVATE moms, with kit21
the Ledger & Thaw Office SupCall 753-65011.
Less
.. ---..4-dtstrict.
Phone 753-8163. ITC then privileges for college boys
TIPWC time-clerk work- Apply in per
ply store.
37-Pub eggs
J-27-C
Hotel.
National
at
son
tIc
.46 CALEB= sand
753-5865 or 753-5108.
HONOLULU "(HP1)
38-Contests
_ - The
TFC Honolulu telephone directory 124CTROLUX SALES & Setrifle, 330 round clips. Phone PINE BLUFF SHORFS-Lota
•
39-Limb
base
fixed
for
APPLICATIONS
OVANIEW1111
and
for
No...891
Sell
892..
my
.irix Box 115; Murray, Er., en
JAW,
7584618. shows
numerous
most
the
sursanders.
MurPhone
Field,
Kyle
382.3178
for
eperitor
X. 31
29 30
unfurniabed
purehase cost of $500.00 for TWO - BEDROOM
4I-Anon
M.
A NEW GE portable teievision, both lots, or will consider trad- house, central heat and air-con- name is Lee, with 1,144 listings. Lynnville, Kentucky. Feb.-20-C rey, Kentucky will be accepted 42-Toward
•
35
34
shelter
until February 15, 1970. Please
The Lees are followed by the'
black and white. Phone 7534778 ing for camping trailer or (boat, ditioned, carpeted, near Uni43-Feast .
Dr.
to
chair39
reply
Oakley,
Hugh
37
alter 5:00 p. in. or 753-3411.
motor, and trailer). If interest- versity. No small children. Wongs at 907. In descending ROSEMARY'S Beauty Shop is
45-Permits
J-27-C ed, after taking a look at lots, Available now. Phone 7534575 order after that come Chun, now featuring a special on per- man, Murray-Calloway County 42-Famed
2
41
.1-27-C- -Young, Chang, Chin, Nakamura, manents good until March. Re- Airport Board, 1312 Olive 48-Runs easily
you may write William L. Wil- after 5:00 p.
THREE COMPLETE Metaframe son, 319 Monterey, Washington,
4.5" 46
Smith, Lum, Yainisinoto. Tied gular $10.00 permanents. now Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
_ DOWN
Aquarium setups, 55 gallon, 29 Illinois 61571, or phone 1-300 ONE-BEDROOM furnished in with Johnson, Higa,
Tanaka, only $7.50. Regular $12.50 per- Include qualifications, experkitchen,
bath,
gallon, and 15 gallon. Call 782- 699-1620.
with
pertmeot
1-Gems
imo
aircraft
and
that
types
Re$10.00.
only
now.
manents
J-29-C
Kim, Lau, Watanabe tied with
2-Unusual
large living room, dining area
E351.
gular $15.00 permanents now appricmt proposes to operate.
Di tr. by timitaa Feature Syndicate. Inc. 24
3-Worthles5
THREE-BEDROOM brick house. combination, across from Col- Kaneshiro and Oshiro, Williams only $12.50. Phone 753-7122 for
leaving
RETIRED,??? Income Limited?? City school district. Has all the lege Campus. $75.00 per month. and a four-way deadlock of Ho,
130-C
appointment
Reduce your medical expenses. extras. Possession immediately. Mrs. L R. Putnam, 1508 Chest- Miller, Sato and Chong.
No matter what the drug. No Phone 753-4516.
753-1693.
Phone
Street.
nut
.1-29-C
matter who the Doctor. We can
save you money On your next
40 ACRES MORE or less on N.
prescriptions. We quote prices.
16th Street extended. This pro- THREE-ROOM furnished apart
No obligations. Uncle Jeff's Disperty is in sight of City Sewer ment with bath, wall to wall
count Pharmacy. Open Sundays
Water. Has extra nice horse carpet, furnished heat. 1641 MilJ-27-C and This property is ideal for ler Avenue, phone 753-1775.
barn.
.1-24-C
12-INCH Portable television, subdividing. trailer Park, ant
three months old, $65.00. 22 houses or Just an extra nice FURNISHED BEDROOM and
Caliber Save*e rifle, semi-au- place for home. Has lots of bea- kitchen for girls. Electric heat.
tomanc, new scope and case, utiful shade, land is rolling.
307 So. 8th St., phone 753-3100.
$35.00. Fiat top guitar, $15.00. Priced right.
J-24-C
84 ACRES more or less at Wis.
Phone 7534325 or 753-3616.
J-27-C well. Has approximately 70 ac- BEAUTIFUL NEW Valarah Lee
res of extra good crop land. Apartments, South Hith Street,
ONE FUEL oil heater, 2 or 3 Over %-mile highway front with
across from Westview Nursing
,
rooms. Will make price right. some of the most beautiful lots
Home. Two bedrooms, bath,
Call 753-1348.
J-34-C In the county. Owner will sell utility room, living room, kitchfarm land hold road front lots en and dining area. Carpeted.
ANTIQUE furniture. Old But- or will sell all. The price Ism Electric heat. Air conditioned.
terworth =mania, 103 Nose been reduced to sell.
Refrigerator, built in stove and
14th Street
J-114C ON MILLER just 1 block from oven, dishvrasber and what*
college campus. We have a 10- disposal furnished. Phone: 753AND I WON THE
UPRIGHT
PIANO, unique room house renting for $270. 4974 or 753-3865.
painted, good eallditleitlfrice per month for a 'quick sale
H-J-25-C
$60.00. Call 753-111152 sitar bur you can this for $15,250.
air-condiGIRLS,
WE
two-bedroom
a
brick
HAVE
FOR
ROOM
p.m.
only 2 years old on extra Large tioned, electric beat, cooking
N0, I
REGISTERED Polled Hereford lot. Has central heat and air- privileges, private entrance.Bulls, ages 8 to 16 months. Also conditioning, carpet, large fain- 1603 College Farm Road, phone
WENT TO
Timothy and Clover hay. Call py moan, utility, carport and 753-2377. ,
.1-34-C
A PARTY-Rex Robinson, Puryear, Tenn., extra nice bath for $15,000.
AAppartments.
EFFICIENCY
)
J-364
3474487.
1
WE HAVE a large brick on cross the street from MSU camcab&
CARPENTER
large lot in Kingswood subdivi- pus. Men only. Available Feb. 1.
PRACTICE PIANO. Metal
J-26-C
net, closet style with mirror sion. Has 4 bedrooms, living Call 753-4342.
SHOP
and pole, size 2% z 4%. Call roam with fireplace, utility, MOBILE HOME, two bedroom,
.1-311-C central heat, for $16,750.
7534330.
ON MEADOW LANE we have furnished or unfurnished. Phone
,
J.34-C
JAW -24
a 3-bedroom brick with 6% loan, 753-9772.
- e;ctWar-OfT - Ai
T.
3
payments $113.00 per month in- TWO-BEDROOM trailer, $50.00
AUTOS POR SALO
APc.shtwr/44.4r.raC fl b, U..r.e
cluding taxes and insurance. per month. Phone 489-3623.
1968 CHEVROLET Impala foun Has nice carpet, drapes, air.1-27C
door hardtop. Air conditioned, oondlticciing, TV =term& din
power steering, 307 V-8 engine, posaL You can save over $5,000 TWO-BEDROOM house, 405 So.
automatic transmission, low In interest by traneferring this 10th Street. Electric heat, bath,
mileage. Burpny with black loan. Possession with deed.
cabinet and closet space. Availtrim, *2195.00. Parker Ford WE HAVE 2 four-bedroom able around February 1st. Price
wHO Vk.C)ULD WELL, IF YOU
Phone
Street
Main
and
Inc., 7th
00 A CRLotiniol JOIDNT DRAW
bricks for sale at a very good $70.00 month. References reJ-51-C price.
UP THE BILL
753-5273.
- "THING LIKE
quired. Phone 753-8240. J-27.P
ARE 10U TRYINV I'
?
4IS
.
UP
7HAT
(MEW
WHOEVER
THAT
2
HAVE
3
WE
new
-bedroom
1969 GTO Convertible, 15,000
EFFICENCY furni.sted rpnt- BILL MIGHT MAKE A
miles, four speed. Power steer- bricks with everything. One has ment, duplex, air conditioned,
I7--IP 11"5 PASSED?
ing power brakes, windows. double garage, the other dou- w2ter furnished. Available Pc)- 010,0'
carport.
central
ble
have
Both
Mar
Cell
$2005.
air,
Factory
heat and airoonditioning, car- ruary 1. 913 Coldwater R--1.
5eld 3474064 after 54/0
1TC
dishwasher, range, dispda- _phone 753-6051.
pet,
a4r-r
- • BUILDING for body or cleanaL
-iiidoes
1968 BUICK Il
up shop: Electric doors, air comwholesale price. Call 7534528. IF YOU are interested in buy- pressor, natural -gas heat, exJAW ing a home don't wait until the cellent lighting and good lodemand is greater, in the spring
1964 BUICK Elect& four-door, or summer there will be more cation. Phone 733-3018- -1•27•c
extra _clean. Call 436-2323.
buyers and less property for ROOM FOR BOYS, electric heat,
J-26-C sale, buy now.
air conditioning, private bath
and entrance, block from campu 3 Pro 00
T.
1962 CHEVROLET two door CALL RAY OR HOYT Roberts
In•dkreao. lea
C I•TO 5, U..e.
us 1617 Ryan, 753-2823. J-27-P
hardtop, power steering, auto- they are always glad to talk to
matic trananisaion. Phone 753- you about Real Estate, no matter how bad the weather is we
8022.
are ready to show Real Estate,
NOTICE
753-1651 or come by and see us
at 505 Main Street.
.1-164
LET ME THROUGH!!
NO
CARD OF THANKS
WAKE ME LIPP- AN
-THIS
THAR'S SUMPTH I AH
We wish to express our deep 130' x 130' CORNER lot in CantPAPP/
DREAM,
NO
WHOLE
CAN'T STAND
appreciation and thanks to our erbury Estates, $3,300.00. Phone
PEAR!.'- IT'S
MENSHUN'ff
M
ESS, many friends and relatives for 753-3891.
RE
L
A
0
5
8.rf.1-27.0
MEN
AN'SO,FO'11-1'
the many acts of kindness exLIFIEn
ANI'
For work, sports and leiBLI
tended to us during the illness
\
sure. In sizes AA-EEEE',
and death of our sister-, MM.
CHEAP SUM 0'
WANTSD TO WY
6 to 16. Call or drop in and
Maudye Hale.
ONE CPLLAHEspecially do we thank Dr. WANTED: 1984 or 1965 Chew try on your size!
0!Ui
PRONOUNCES-be
Must
used
dependable
rolet.
C. C. Lowry, Dr. John Quoit/fifteen hospital nurses, .3. H. car, with good tires_ Cell 753ITC
ChuiLhill Funeral Home, don- 8947 after 5:00 p. in.
or,'W food and flowers, the
ministers. singers, and pianist. Hit •-% - - •
di hipeered
Ma God's richest blessings
FAMILY
11()1.1.1Wiloll
net upon each of you.
(I PI)
Open-Fri. till
p. m.
Ilw :•4outlwrn talifoniia Mot
Mrs. Beulah Erwin
Murray, Ky.
- Picture A:ousted honored %Urea
Mrs Gertie Evans
J-30-C
Hitchcock
it. "Fanoill %:Mts. Opal Lassiter .
dd
Triirlia,w thrill-rr7.1F--

Wall Street
Chatter

710*
"Sif,
1#0,RentOW
?WNW WE

HORNBUCKLES BARBER SHOP

SOUTHSIDE
RESTAURANT

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

emou

sestinas ...

SOUTHSIDE
RESTAURANT

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts

„ah

by Ernie Busluniller

Nancy

DOOR PRIZE

Uone)
tit

by R. Van Buren

Abbie 'N Slats

by Al Capp

Lil' Abner

TAMS'T

REDWING SHOES

.*7

1 RED
WING

0401

t
,

Calle

IIIIN1111111a

'Topaz

Acme0,-THIS
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Purgation List
Non-Voting for Two or more x ears
The following Names will be purged from the Registration and
Voting Books unless they appear before the registration and Purgation Board and show cause as to why they should remain on the
Books in the named Precinct. The Board wili be in session from
1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M. From Jan. 26 to Jan. 31, 19'70 in the
Ciradt Judge's Office in the Court House.
Smith, Joe W. _
Swift, 0. R.
Stalls, Estelle
Sykes, Minnie S.
Thornton, Joseph
Thornton, Judy
Thornton, Murrell
Thurman, Lois
Tidwell, E. L.
Tutt, Lucy
Wallace, Albert D.
Weatherford, Marilyn
Wells, Willie
Wilidnson, J D.
Willoughby, Geneva
Wilson, Burie
Wilson, Mrs. Pauline
Wood, Bobbie
Wrye, Dallas
Bucy, Myrtle
Henry, Mrs. Tom
Nutter, John T.
Nutter, Catherine
Mott, Judy
Ryan, Nat Jr.
Hutchens, R. P.

MURRAY PRECINCT NO. 1
Bailey, Will Ed.
Bailey, Mrs. Wfil Edd
Barnett, Bailey
Barrow, EL D.
Beide, Neale
Blanton, Luther
Brooks, Anna
Burger's, S. F.
Burgess, O'Neal
Caldwell, Genie Lee
Castleberry, Mrs. B. C.
a Cooper, Carolyn M.
Cross, Sheltie M.
Crass, Thomas
Cunningham, H L
Diggs, Allie
Dillard, Golden
Edwards, Leslie
Edwards, Mrs. Spencer
Farley, Verna Mae
Ferguson, Robert
Giles, Bessie
Hale, Norman Jr.
Hendon, Donna
Hendon, Rennie Lou
Hicks, S. Nancy
Holland, Mrs.Ott
Holland, Effie
Hughes, Mlle M.
&goer,Shelton
Jones, Matthew J.
Jones, Nancy Vandyke
masL
Keys, Arlene
Knight, Lela
Lockhart, Euel
Maddox, Birdie Lee
McCuiston, WIlie Mae
McCuiston, Laurine
McKinsey, J. D.
McNeely, John
Miller, W. J.
Morris, Annie
Orr, Richard
Pace, Ophelia
Parker, Donna
Parker, Robert H.
Parks, Otha
Perry, Helen Ruth
Petty, Sally
Prewitt, John L.
Rains, AUle
Rains, James
Ray, Joe, Jr.
Sims, Annie Mae
Sims,Raymond Jr.
Smiley, Clara
Sparks, Maggie
Steele, E. J.
Steele, Fannie
Stubblefield, Landy
Sutter, Lurlie
Tharpe, A'Aron
Todd, Kenneth
Turner, Glen Murray
Waggoner, Mrs. Neise
Walls, Wilburn
Willis, Wm. Smith
Winchester, Will T.
Grogan, Fay
Hubbard,Louis
Crass, ThYPbeee
Willis, James W.
Blantoo, Freda

MURRAY PRECINCT NO, 3
ArgruilTS;Ts/
Andrus, May M.
Beale, Marjore
- -Beane, Loyd
Beane, Waeda
Bogard, Mr. James
hiss, m
Bonham, William D.
Bowman, Michael S.
Brewer, Joe Bob
Brewer, Glen
Carson, &Ifs. Joe
Cahoon, Joe Pat
Cahoon, John
V
Cohoon, Mediae
Compton, J
Compston, y
CmILs, Nancy Calbert
Darn41, Mrs. Dulcie
nell Solon
Davis,Julia Frances
Davis, Willion F.
Dowdy, Mrs. Ray
Duncan, Danny
Duncan, Mrs, Danny
Dunn, J. C. Jr.
Edwards, Ralph
Fair, William
Fan,George W.Futr ell, Ivan
Garland, Floyd E.
George, William 0. Jr
Gregory, Mrs. E. H.
Gttier, Martha L.
Hale, Flora
Hale, H. W.
Hale, Vara
Ran,R. J. Mrs.
Johnsen, Marcus Leon

MURRAY PRECINCT NO. 2
Allison, Ralph
Andrews, Mrs. S. H.
Atkins, R. R.
Atkins, Mrs. R. R.
Barron, Lucile G.
Barron, Mavis
Blankenship, Jahes
Braixion, Joe
Bucy, Kathleen
Bucy, Maud
Burkeen, Bertha
Burkeen, Euel D.
Burkeen, James 0.
Marilyn
Cole,
W. W.
Craig, Bertha
Day, Robert B.
Dowdy, Myrl Faye
Downey, Buel
Downey, Homer
Dunn, Mrs. T. L.
Edwards, Lay'
Fair, R. G.
Farris, Reside Moore
Farris, Myrtle
Farris, Susie
Garner Gerald
Hale, Edna Earl
Hale, Janice
Haneline, Julia
Hartstleld, Nettie
Herndon, Frei:ale
H ettingbouse, Rosa
Hughes, J, R.
Jackson, Mrs. L. P.
Jones, Mary
Justice, Mr. Leander C. Jr.
Justics, Mrs. leander
Kee, Mrs. F loy
Lockhart, Robert H. '
Lockhart, Mrsjlobert
McCarty, Joh^
McCalion, Joe Pet
McDaniel, Lillie
Mor ean. Robert Earl
Outland, Mrs. Johnie
Outland, L. F.
Outland, Lola
Owen, Frannie.
Poole, Airs. Albert _
Ray, Pearl Salmon
Russell, Kenneth 1 .
Ryan, Jean L.
Sherdian, Oils B.
- -Smith, R.
Smith. A11.1= J.

Johnson, Russell

Lamb, %alley B.
Lovins, Naimie E.
Marshall, Mrs. Carl
Maynard, Gussie
McClain, Geraldine
McClure, Blondie
hisClure, James D.
McClure, Mary Euel
McClure, Pearlie B.
McDaniel, Lavada
Parker, Sandra J.
Roberts, Velma Ward
Key, Walter
Ezell, Mrs. B. A.
McCarter, Bobbye
McDaniel, Lexie
Miller, Captoia
Miller, Noamie
Miller, W. E.
Mitchel, Mrs. Vaster
Morris, Mrs. Fredna
'Ince, Mr. One
Nance, Mrs. One
Nelson, Aline
Nelson, W..k.
Oakley, Wm. H. J.
Orr, P. B.
Page, B. W.
Parmelee, Ray H. Sr.
Perry, Gilbert M.
Petty, R. C.
Powers, Richard Culver
Prince, Ed
Quertermous, Carol
Rains, Harry James Jr.
Rains, Mrs. Phyllis A.
Roberts, Yada M.
Rogers, Ronald
Sims, Neta J.
Smith, Peggy
Smith, Virginia S.
Smith, Mrs. Autry
Smith, James Gary
Smith, Jogeph A.
Sparks, Mrs. Vela
Spann, Donavon Dale
Spann, Patsy
Sturn, Anna
Swift, Bill H.
Sykes, James P.
Sykes, Loe T.
Tabers; Shirley
Taliaferro, Joseph B.
Tarry, Charles L.
Tarry, Louise
Thorn, Elsie
Thornton, Joe Pat
Utterback, Mrs. Harry J.
Washburn, Evelyn
Watson, Albert L.
Wells, Thomas Tarry
Williams, Mrs. Carlos
Helen'
Willj.Ths, Clifton E.
Williams, L. I):
Williams, Mrs. L. D.
'WilsOn, tettye- —
Woods. Mi. and Al rs

Wooding, Dorothy
Wrye, Stroh Frances
Washburn, Osie
MURRAY PRECINCT NO. 4
Bogard, Jody
Brewer, Birdie
Canady, Mildred K.
Conner, Jerry Lynn
Edwards, Burtis
Goode, Beverly
Graves, Jerry
Graham, Henry Hilton
Harris, James
Harris, Susan
Humphreys Nancy Lee
Johnson, Mi. James T.
Johnson, Mrs. James
Knight, Frances Virginia
Lamb, Janet
Lawrence, Melye,
Lawrence, Paul
Moody, Barbara
McClure, Ola
McCord, Herbert D.
McCord, Mrs. Herbert
McKeel, W. T.
McKee', Mrs. W. T.
Outiand, Sandra Kay
Owen, Mrs. Mary Mable
Parks, Larry D.
Pugh, Eva Nell
Smith, Edwards E.
Smith, J. A.
Spann, Betty Ann
Spann, Robert C.
Stone, E. C.
Turner, Bernice
Warren, Bertha
Wftstiwff, Nelson C.
Wilson, Charles C.
Flood, Hoyt
Herndon, Jessie
Whitnell, Hilda
Windsor, Mrs. Jerry
Holland, Ruth
Hawes, Larry 11.
Broach, F. E.
Ferlin, Sheila

MURRAY PRECINCT NO, 5
Adams, Hoyt
Burkeen, Mary C.
Carraway, Mrs. C. F.
Cahoon, Vernon
Coboon, Wilma Jane .
Cook, L. D.
Cromwell, Kenneth
Dearmord, Beulah
Farmer, Mrs. Carrot
Farmer, Statile Fay
Foust, Mrs. Steve
Futrell, Mrs. Sally A.
Futrell, Wm. Thomas
Griffin, Neil
Giffin, Janet S.
Garland,Skeslie
Griffin, Loman
Hawley, Mrs. A. M.
Henley, Effie
Hayes,-Bessie
Larson, Edwin
Larson, Mrs. Edwin
McCuiston, Hilda
McDougal, Eeuin
Melugin, Mrs. Robert
Moore, Audry Lee
Myers, James B.
Myers, Frances
Perkins, Robert Lee
Perkins Mrs. Robert
Pogue, Eulit W.
Ramer, Mary Alice
Roberts, Mrs. W. P.
Ryan, June
Solomon, Mary E.
Summer, Mary Lou
Washburn, Ruth
MURRAY PRECINCT NO. 6
"dams, Frances J.
Boyd, Eulala
Boyd, Mrs. Henry
Boyd, Orville
Broach, Lein e
Coboon, H; E.
Cohoon, Mrs. H. E.
Curd, Ruth
Finney, Ones
Forrest, Bronzie
Garland, Marvin F.
Garland, Nelson
Hewett, George A.
Hewett, Mrs. George
Holland, Marvin
Jurney, Mr. Buford
Jurney, Mrs. Buford
Lamb, George
Maupin, Iola Mae
McKenney, Glen C.
Morris, Bartle
Phelps, Lovie
Sheilds, Linda L.
Snyder, Hazel Stephens, Doris. _
Stephens, Rondall
Summer, Billy W.
Thomas, Mary Rob
Tinsley, Irene
Tinsley, Ruby
Todd, Mrs. J. T.
Waldrop, Anna Lee
West, Nancy
Williams, Curtis E.
Williams, Doris
Williams, James
Woobbrbige, Annie E.
Woobbridge, Hensley C.
Wynn, May
N ace,.Peggy

Hall, Jeanette
Hurt, Treva
McKenzie, Floyd
Marshall, Wm. Robert
Mills, Ruth
Outland, Loyd
Outland, Sandra Lee
Outland, William
Parker, Gerald Thomas
Payne, Mose
Ray, Bobby
Richerson, Jerry
Starks, Roca H.
Sykes, Onie
Tidwell, Billy
Todd, Mildred
Todd, Tommy
Turnbow, Charles
Walston, Ws. Milton
Wells, Marcia
Wilkins, Philip
Williams, Andrew J.

Sou
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A

HARRIS GROVE PRECINCT
Broach, Mrs. Atlean
Camp, Wavel
Clayton, Mrs. C. T.
Harrell, Mrs. Dan
Kimbro, Curtis
Knight, Grace
Lee, Rubena
Orr, James Hal
Paschall, Mrs. Sam
Pate, Witte
Sheridan, Alice
Smith, Jessie E.
Spann, W. D.
Waldrop, Mcnico
West, Louis Franklin
Wicker, Beulah
Wicker, N. E.
Wilson, Warreo C.

Cardinals Edge Tigers
12-69 In Overtime

(Continued liner Pepe 1)
North Vietnamese forces Invaded Hue, the old imperial
capital, and carried the war to
every population center.
Reports of the buildup in the
A Shau Valley coincided with
dispatches from Vientiane reporting a three-pronged Communist drive to take the
strategic Plain of Jars in
neighboring Laos. A major
offensive in Laos was predicted
within the next two weeks.
U.S. reconnaissance pilots
reported frequent sightings of
truck traffic and troops movements in the 30-mile-long A
Shau Valley, and the base
camps under construction were
said to be capable of accommodating hundreds of troops.
An Army light observation
was shot down
helicopter
Thursday in the A Shau west of
Hue, and field reports said two
crewmen were wounded.
A second helicopter was shot
down Thursday on a combat
mission near the U.S. Special
Forces camp at Katum, 60
miles northwest of Saigon. One
man was reported wounded.
In a weekly report Friday.
the U.S. command said American forces have lost 6,349
aircraft in nine years of war in
Vietnam with an estimated
value of more than $6 billion.
The total includes 2,991 fl.redwing aircraft and 3,352 helicopters.
Communiques reported light
d scattered battle action in
• th Vietnam Thursday and
ly Friday. Spokesmen said
merican end South ' Vietnaese troops killed at least 145
orth Vietnamese and Viet
mg in clashes that cost two
S. soldiers killed and 26
unded.

MAYFIELD, Ky.-Jerry Sanders scored four of Mayfield's
eight points in overtime to help
the Cardinals sneak by the Murray High Tigers, 72-89, in a
game here Friday night.
The Cardinals were led in
scoring by Joe Ford, a 6-2 sophomore guard, who netted 25
markers. Van Pitman, a 6-1
senior center, tied with Sanders,
a..6-0 senior forward with each
getting 13 points. David Fowler
was second in scoring as he collected 16 markers.
Allen Hudspeth, a 6-2 senior
center, grabbed Murray's gamescoring as he connected for 21
points. Albert Scott netted 18
markers, as Pat Lamb added 13
markers.
The Tiers outshot the host
Cardinals from the field hitting
for 46 per cent to Meifield's 44
per cent.
Mayfield boasted the beSt
average from the charity stripe,
hitting on 18 of 26 attempts for
69 per cent. The Tigers, cabnected on 11 of 77 shots for 41
per cent. Mayfield outrebounded Murray, 36-31.
In addition to Sanders' four
points in the Overtime period,

Walter T. Wyatt,
Retired Trigg
Farmer, Dies

CADIZ, Ky., Jan. 23-Walter
Thomas Wyatt, 82-year-old retired farmer, became ill while
stripping tobacco and was dead
on arrival at Futrell Clinic at
1:25 p.m.
Mr. Wyatt leaves three sons.
Leon and Robert Wyatt, Tennessee Ridge, Tenn., and Henry B.
Wyatt, Hopkinsville; a daughter,
Mrs. Harvey Morris, Trigg
County; a brother, Sherman
Wyatt, Trigg County; and five
sisters, Mrs. Onie Ezell, Mrs.
011ie Myers, and Mrs. Robert
King, all of Trigg County, Mrs.
Tiny Simmons, Christian County, and Mrs. Oscar-Morris, Hopkinsville; 15 grandchildren, 15
great-grandchildren, and one
great-great-grandchild.
Funeral services will be conducted at 2 p.m. Sunday at
HAVANT, England (I
Goodwin Funeral Home here by
Twenty-five tecn-agrrs •worig
the Rev. Raymond Parket,
swings for 72 hours nonstop to with burial in East End Cemeraise 100 pounds (CHO),foc tery.
charity.

Members of the Elementary Group of the Special Education
Class of Austin School were visitors at the Ledger & Times
on Thursday morning. The children, accompanied by their
teacher, Mrs. Earl Warford, and student teacher, Miss Rebecca Illackston, toured the newspaper office and learned
Om paper is printed. The class is studying cornmunicaHoes and this was one of their field trips.
(Staff Photo by Gene MeCuteheon)
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Johnny Walker and Fowler added two points. Scott shot for
four markers in overtime, while
Steve Hale pitched in a single
point.
Mayfield now has a season
mark of 10-3, while Murray
stands at 9-3.
II as 113 06 72
15 34 13 04 1111
MAYFIELD (52)—Pleass It Weber
1. Fowler IL Turner 2. leaden
Tore N. DaverwerritMURRAY (416)—Huteseth SI. Ward
5. Scott IS. Alexander 4. 144Cu1etes I.
Lamb 13. Hale S.
UnTrIald.

CITY
ORDINANCE

MURRAY, Ky.-6-2 forward
Curtis Hine collected 19 points
and grabbed off 10 rebounds to
spark the St_ Mary Vikings Uta
76-52 romp over the host Calloway County Lakers, Friday
night.
Si Mary took an early 20-15
lead and increased it to 35-24 at
the half. Taking control of the
boards, the Vikings broke away
in the final quarter and rolled
up their fifth consecutive victory

IR. Nair
Calloway County

',Menners
have dedic
become in'
jects which
and the an
which to 1

20 33 47 76
15 34 36 52

ltelY.tVali
4E
.
'
1
Ir t"1—R1
lL lhoon
g""a
Ihreder
10. latIelds II. Lenasten 2. Glover 7
CALLOWAY COUNTY Mar—Rushing
N. Cleaver II. Crawford 9 Roner I.
P. amebae 4. Warner 2.

Quite an ha
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COACHING SHIFT
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(UPI)Larry Jones, who has spent 14
years as an assistant to Paul
Dietzel at LSU, Army and
South Carolina, resigned Tuesday
to
become defensive
coordinator under new Tennessee head football coach Bill
Battle.
Jones was the first assistant
to be named by Battle, who
took over the Tennessee football job after Dough Dickey left
to assume the coaching }lob at
Florida.
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St Mary sank 25 of 64 atORDINANCE NO. 610, BEING
AN ORDINANCE FIXING AND tempts from the field for 39 per
LEVYING COURT COSTS A- cent and added 18 of N gratis
GAINST EACH DEFENDANT tosses. Calloway County hit a
CONVICTED OF A CRIMINAL cold 18 of 74 floor tries for 24.3
OFFENSE IN POLICE COURT per cent and collected 16 of 21
OF THE CITY OF MURRAY, freethrows. The Vikings picked
KENTUCKY; PROVIDING FOR up an overwhelming 84-29 edge
THE COLLECTION THEREOF;
DIRECTING SUCH COSTS BE
PAID INTO THE GENERAL
FUND OF THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO HELP
DEFRAy THE incpaNsys or
SAID CM; AND IREPEAL/NG
ORDINANCE NO. 397.
• RE IT ORDAINED, BY THE
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS TO-WIT:
SECTION I: There is hereby
levied against -each defendant
In the Police Court of the City
of Murray,-Kentucky, the sum
of 19.50, to be taxed as court
cost, for each and every conviction of a criminal offense.
It shall be the duty and responsibility of the Judge of the
Police Court, or his duly appointed and qualified clerk, to
collect said costs and report
same quarterly in writing to
the City Treasurer of the City
of- Murray, Kentucky. A copy
of such report shall be filed
with the Clerk of the City of
Murray, Kentucky.
SECTION II: The costs levied
under the terns of Section 1
hereof shall be used by the City
of Murray, Kentucky, to defray
ADDING MACHINES
the general expenses or said
city.
SECTION III: Conviction of
parking violations shall not be
considered a criminal offense
fully electric adding maclaino only
within the meaning of this ordinance.
SECTION IV: Ordinance No.
397 of the City of Murray, Kentucky, is hereby repealed.
PASSED ON FIRST READING ON THE 22ND DAY OF
JANUARY, 1970.
- COMMON COUNCIL,
CITY OF MURRAY,
• KENTUCKY
By: Holmes Ellis, Mayor,
City of Murray, Kentucky
ATTEST:
Stanford Andrus _
Clerk, City of Murray,
Kentucky
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NfICTOR

SEEN & HEARD . .
Possibly the most heartbreak
ing sight we have seen in some
time is the picture of the little
kids in Biafra who are starving
to death.
No flatten places the value on
human life like America. Even
when American troops conquer
an, area, the people in it are
taken care of and fed" if

eALLOWAY HIGH PRECINCT
Bailey, Martin
Bailey, Louise
Barnett, Sherlie
•
Bouriand, Zula
Bradley, Robbie Louise
Bringham, Lee
Christman, Eddie Joe
.Denton Tvrtla
Garton:1, James • Halt.[hided
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writea flea
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Cincinnatua
aid in the
niversra-y
bership is
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Enjoy the speed and accuracy of a
TALLYMASTER adding machine to help
whisk through tax-Itime ftguring chores
TALLYMASTER can breeze through the
job with capacity to spare. Totals 1C less
than $1.000,000 00 prints a permanent
and easy•to-read tape. You can trust
TALLYMASTER because it is made by
Victor. America's largest manufacturer of
adding machines TALLYMASTERS add,
multiply, and subtract Retractable untying handle Stores upright on desk in 5'
x 7 space Internal working parts made
of case hardened cadium plated steel
Attractive avocado. All TALLYMA5TERS
parts are guaranteed one year, includin9
labor Be one of the smart Amaticans who
makes income tax figuring (inmost) fun,
buy a TALLYMASTER
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One little fellow on TV the
other night stood there grinning at the camera and at the
same time yOu could count
ewery rib in his body. His stow
ash.. wahi :swollen
trftion,

Office Supply Store

103 N,--4ttrStreet

P1-, 753-1916
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